FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

Capstone Guides Proaxis/Howard Head in Acquisition
of Alpine Physical Therapy and Wellness (Alpine PT)
Capstone Strategic, Inc., a growth
engineering firm providing external growth
strategy and advisory services, announced
today that Colorado’s Howard Head Sports
Medicine (HHSM), a best-practices leader
in physical therapy, has acquired Alpine
Physical Therapy and Wellness (Alpine PT)
of Fraser and Granby, Colorado. HHSM is a
division of Proaxis Therapy of Greenville,
South
Carolina.
Capstone
guided
Proaxis/Howard Head in this transaction.
“For nearly 30 years, the team at Alpine PT
has been proud to provide exceptional care.
Building on this tradition of quality, I am
excited about my decision to join forces with
HHSM. They mirror the values and quality
that I pride myself in as a Physical
Therapist, as a business owner, and as a
member of this community,” said Alpine
founder Lori Myers
“We are very fortunate to have the
opportunity to welcome Lori and her team. Lori is a staple in the Fraser and Granby
communities and is highly respected for her clinical skills and the personal connection
she establishes with her patients,” added HHSM Regional President Steve Stalzer.
The acquisition will support HHSM’s primary objective -- to keep adventurers throughout
Colorado healthy and ready to enjoy the gifts and challenges of the Rockies. HHSM
operates 12—now becoming 14—clinics in Colorado. HHSM maintains the largest Sports
Residency Program in the United States with 17 active residents in Sports Certified
Specialist (SCS) and Orthopedic Certified Specialist (OCS) training. They draw support
from more than 30 certified specialists and four research scientists.
“Capstone is delighted to have helped bring these two healthcare leaders in the Colorado
Mountains together. This acquisition speaks to Proaxis’ continued successful

implementation of Capstone’s unique external growth process,” says Capstone’s
Managing Director John Dearing.
“With Capstone’s solid guidance, Alpine Physical Therapy & Wellness and Proaxis
Therapy joined forces to create the most extensive physical therapy resource in the Grand
County area,” said Burton Johnson, VP of Business Development of Proaxis Therapy.
“We have worked diligently to make this transition as seamless as possible for all the
Alpine Physical Therapy & Wellness patients and we’re happy to be able to continue to
offer them the very best possible physical therapy services and care.”
About Capstone Strategic, Inc.
Headquartered in McLean, Virginia, Capstone Strategic, Inc. was founded in 1995 to meet
the unique demands of mid-market companies and their corporate growth initiatives. The
company provides consulting and advisory services with an emphasis on external growth,
specifically mergers and acquisitions. Capstone utilizes a proprietary process to provide
tailored service to clients across a broad range of industries, domestically and
internationally.
For more information about Capstone and its growth strategy and advisory capabilities,
please visit www.capstonestrategic.com or contact us at 703 854 1910.
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